32nd INTERNATIONAL OPTICAL FAIR TOKYO
Ended a Great Success.
Press Release (October 16, 2019) Tokyo, Japan - Reed Exhibitions Japan and Fukui Optical Association held the
32nd edition of Asia’s leading optical fair - INTERNATIONAL OPTICAL FAIR TOKYO (IOFT) last week at Tokyo Big
Sight, Japan from October 8-10, 2019.

It is understood from the picture above that the IOFT2019 was enthusiastically received national and
international business-focused visitors during a period of 3 days of the exhibition. Also, overall, 370 exhibitors and
74,000 products from 20 countries were showcased across the exhibition hall. Business results were encouraged
owing to an increase in the number of exhibitors.
Major brands from both Japan and international markets exhibited such as LINDBERG, J.F.REY, HENAU,
LAFONT(IWAKI), THEO, FROST, TRACTION, WILLIAM MORRIS LONDON, DELIRIOUS, BOSTON CLUB, WISSING,
YABUSHITA, MARCHON, AOYAMA OPTICAL, UCHIDAYA, MURAI, SUNREEVE, FAITH OPTIC, HAMAMOTO
TECHNICAL…etc.
Firms from the largest eyewear production region of Japan “Fukui” were also participating to showcase their
proud made-in-Japan frames such as: EYETEC, SANKO KOGAKU, TAKEUCHI OPTICAL, TANIGUCHI OPTICAL,
ONBEAT, SUGIMOTOKEI, HUG OZAWA, MIYAMOTO OPTICAL, RAINCOAT…etc.
One of the causes that led IOFT2019 to remarkable success is a great number of firms that are debuts and
comebacks exhibited this year including IC! BERLIN, FLEYE, PIERO MASSARIO, NATHALIE BLANC, OPTICALIA
GLOBAL HOLDING, OWP, ACEP, LIBERTY SPORT, NEXUS, HONG WAN EYEWEAR DESIGN & MANUFACTURING, ATELIER
KIKIKI, ACTIF POLARIZERS, FUJI BOEKI…etc.
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Great energy was flowing throughout the show and IOFT yet again served as the quality venue for all buyers to
source for the latest eyewear and products for the coming season. Show management received very positive
feedbacks from visitors as below;





The atmosphere of IOFT was positively different this time.
Since the gloomy economics in optical industry, both exhibitors and visitors were trading in earnest.
IOFT2019 seems to be upgraded and being exactly what exhibition should be.
Harboring great expectations for IOFT 2020 and after.

■ SUNGLASSES COLLECTION 2019-2020

Special showcase gallery areas namely, “Sunglasses collection 2019-2020” exhibited the latest lines from various
brands. this gallery is allowing buyers and the media to admire and compare the latest collections from the
Japanese and international markets. This popular showcase area will be set up with 160 brands on show.
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Business boosting events for professionals and consumers
During the show various events were held to boost business for the exhibitors and to raise the presence of
eyewear towards the consumers.

■ Opening Ribbon- Cutting Ceremony

The show kicked off with an opening ribbon-cutting ceremony. A total of 47 leaders from major retailers,
wholesalers, association members and buyers of the industry joined from both Japan and overseas to show their
support. List of the ribbon-cutters can be viewed online at:

https://www.ioft.jp/en-gb/Concurrent-Events/Ribbon-Cutting-Ceremony.html

■ 23rd Japan Eyewear Award (JEA) 2020

To set the trends for the coming season, the eyewear design award 23rd Japan Eyewear Award (JEA) 2020 was
held and the following winners and Grand-Prix winners of 5 different categories were awarded.
We received the largest number of entries ever with a wide variety, and the products were polished in all
aspects including functionality and design. We also welcomed a new committee member and went through
strict screening process. The award receiving world-wide attention, all judges affirmed to spare no effort to
screen and support, for development and prosperity of eyewear design.
For details of the winner frames: https://www.ioft.jp/en-gb/Concurrent-Events/award.html
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■ IOFT Reception Party

A toast was made by Mr. Koichi Kato, President of EYE TOPIA Co.Ltd/ Megane Store, 217 stores throughout Japan.
Megane Store was founded in 1977, and has now 217 stores all over Japan. Throughout our 42 years of history,
we have been selling high quality eyewear. As the consumer needs continue to diversify, design has become
equally important. Many of my purchasing managers are visiting IOFT, our biggest sourcing venue of the year.
Featuring this many eyewear of good quality and design, IOFT will continue to be an important event for us.

■ 32nd Japan Best Dressed Eyes Awards

To raise the awareness and interest of eyewear to the consumer level, the Japan Best Dressed Eyes Awards were
held awarding Japanese celebrities (including prominent politicians, actors/actresses, models, comedians and
other high profile figures) with outstanding eyewear fashion sense. The winners were rewarded with many
fashionable and quality eyewear from IOFT exhibitors. The awards ceremony was held during the reception
party where the winners wearing and holding the eyewear were covered and broadcasted by major television
network, newspapers, magazines and news websites across Japan.
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■ Seminars

Various seminars were also held in parallel to the exhibition sharing the trends and tips to succeed in the business
such as AI, social media, human resources, the latest fitting techniques, national guidelines, lens technology and
etc..

The Next IOFT 2020 will take place on October 27-29, 2020
This year’s show was a reflection of the recovering and uplifting atmosphere of the Japanese eyewear market.
Following on from this year’s success, there is already increasing number of booth reservations for the next
edition and the overall scale is expected to expand.
You can find stylish, practical, and unique items from all over the world. Visit IOFT to purchase the latest products,
find new business partners, and experience this remarkable eyewear exhibition!
The Next IOFT 2020 will take place on October 27-29, 2020 at Tokyo Big Sight (Aomi Exhibition Hall), Japan.
For further information contact Show Management
https://www.ioft.jp/en/ and social media platforms.
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Press inquiries:
Reed Exhibitions Japan Ltd. / IOFT Show Management

Tel: +81-3-3349-8508 Fax: +81-3-3344-2400
Email: ioft_pr@reedexpo.co.jp
(Attention: Hazuki KIZAKI)
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